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Bucket Nuggets from Carol McCloud, The Bucket Lady

Weeee fillll buckets!
…in hardcover!
The new hardcover version of “Have
You Filled a Bucket Today?
is available
for pre-ordering right now on

amazon.com®
We are so excited!
Parents and teachers have said that
they loved the book, but wished it was
more durable.
The new book has a separate “dust
jacket” for added protection, so that now
when little ones want to hear “the bucket
book” over and over, it should hold up to
those little fingers pointing to Dave
Messingʼs colorful illustrations of boys
and girls filling buckets.
As we “go to press” with this issue of
our newsletter, the folks at Amazon.com
are offering a special 30% discount for a
limited time only.

Buy new: $17.95 $12.21
Available for Pre-order
Eligible for FREE Super Saver Shipping

Forgive us for
using this space for
an annoucement
that amounts to a
“commercial”
however, we
thought youʼd want
to know about the
savings on new
hardcover book.
Perhaps this
picture will show
you how we feel:
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The Bucket Fillers Team closes each of our
assemblies for preschool through second grade
children with a special song that Kathy Martin, a
team member, and I composed.
Sung to the tune of “London Bridges Falling
Down” the children quickly learn these simple
verses and delight in singing the song.
We’d like to share our bucket filling song with
you and invite you to introduce it to your young
children. We would also love to hear about your
experiences with it. We usually sing the first verse, but
older children would probably be eager to learn more of
the verses.
You may also want to include a weekly Bucket Fillers 101 class for your children. We
suggest you open with “Bucketfillers 101” followed with a chat about all the ways they
(and you!) had fun filling buckets during the preceding week.

Tune: London Bridges Falling Down

Bucket fillers 101 ...101 ... 101
Bucket fillers 101
We fill buckets!
Bucket fillers 101 ...101 ... 101
It’s so easy and lots of fun
We fill buckets!
Fill a bucket every day,
every day, every day
It’s important what we say,
We fill buckets!

Bucket filling’s good for you,
good for you, good for you
It’s important what we do.
We fill buckets!
Bucket fillers 101 ...101 ... 101
It’s so easy and lots of fun
We fill buckets!
Bucket fillers 101 ...101 ... 101
Bucket fillers 101
We fill buckets!

This week’s winners

Congratulations!
Becky Fisher, a teacher in Gilbert Arizona, is our Bucket Filler of the Week and
will receive a free book. Congratulations Becky!
Every bucket filler is a winner! Encourage your friends to get their buckets filled every week
by signing on for our newsletter at
www.bucketfillers101.com.

Quote of the Week
“Quote of the Week - Action may not always bring happiness; but there is
no happiness without action.” Benjamin Disraeli

